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Sapcetime S produces massive particle-antiparticle pairs F¯F that in turn annihilate to
spacetime. Such back and forth gravitational process S ⇔ F¯F is described by Boltzmann-
type cosmic rate equation of pair-number conservation. This cosmic rate equation, Einstein
equation, and the reheating equation of pairs decay to relativistic particles completely deter-
mine the horizon H, cosmological energy density, massive pair and radiation energy densities
in reheating epoch. Moreover, oscillating S ⇔ F¯F process leads to the acoustic perturba-
tions of massive particle-antiparticle symmetric and asymmetric densities. We derive wave
equations for these perturbations and find frequencies of lowest lying modes. Comparing
their wavelengths with horizon variation, we show their subhorion crossing at preheating,
and superhorizon crossing at reheating. The superhorizon crossing of particle-antiparticle
asymmetric perturbations accounts for the baryogenesis of net baryon numbers, whose elec-
tric currents lead to magnetogenesis. The baryon number-to-entropy ratio, upper and lower
limits of primeval magnetic fields are computed in accordance with observations. Given a
pivot comoving wavelength, it is shown that these perturbations, as dark-matter acoustic
waves, originate in pre-inflation and return back to the horizon after the recombination, pos-
sibly leaving imprints on the matter power spectrum at large length scales. Due to the Jeans
instability, tiny pair-density acoustic perturbations in superhorizon can be amplified to the
order of unity. Thus their amplitudes at reentry horizon become non-linear and maintain
approximately constant physical sizes, and have physical influences on the formation of large
scale structure and galaxies.
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4I. INTRODUCTION
In the standard model of modern cosmology (ΛCDM), the cosmological constant, inflation,
reheating, dark matter and coincidence problem have been long standing basic issues since decades.
The inflation [1] is a fundamental epoch and the reheating [2] is a critical mechanism, which
transition the Universe from the cold massive state left by inflation to the hot Big Bang [3]. The
cosmic microwave background (CMB) observations have been attempting to determine a unique
model of inflation and reheating.
In addition, the baryon and anti-baryon asymmetry is observed with the baryon number-to-
entropy ratio nB/s = 0.864
+0.016
−0.015 × 10−10 [4]. We recall that in the Standard Model of elementary
particle physics, it is difficult to have baryogenesis, and a number of ideas and efforts for the
generation of baryon asymmetry with ingredients from beyond the Standard Model (SM), have
been proposed [5]. Moreover, some interesting connections between reheating and baryogenesis
have been studied [6]. Moreover, magnetic fields have been observed in galaxies B10−102kpc ∼ 10−5G
and galaxy clusters B0.1−1Mpc ∼ 10−6G. There is a (conservative) lower bound on the strength of
magnetic fields with cosmic scale correlation lengths B>1Mpc > 10
−17G, see Ref. [7]. On the other
hand, CMB observations have put upper bounds on it B
prim
1Mpc < 10
−9G [8]. Many ideas and efforts
have been put forth to understand the the primordial origin of these magnetic fields [9, 10]
On the other hand, what is the crucial role that the cosmological Λ term play in inflation and
reheating, and what is the essential reason for the coincidence of dark-matter dominate matter
density and the cosmological Λ energy density. There are various models and many efforts, that
have been made to approach these issues, and readers are referred to review articles and professional
books, for example, see Refs. [11–30].
Suppose that the quantum gravity originates the cosmological term Λ ∼M2pl at the Planck scale.
The initial state of Universe is an approximate de Sitter spacetime of the horizon H◦ ≈ (Λ/3)1/2
without any matter. The cosmological Λ energy density drives the spacetime inflation with the
scale factor a(t) ≈ eH◦t. On the other hand, de Sitter spacetime is unstable against spontaneous
particle creations [31, 32]. The cosmological energy density ρ
Λ
drives inflation and simultaneously
reduces its value to create the pair-energy density ρ
M
via the continuous pair productions of massive
fermions and antifermions m ∼ Mpl for matter content. The decreasing ρΛ and increasing ρM , in
turn, slows down the inflation to its end when the pair production rate ΓM is larger than the
Hubble rate H of inflation. This leads to a natural inflation, whose r−ns relation in terms of the
inflation e-folding number Nend = 50, 60 agrees with the constrains from CMB measurements [33].
5A large number of massive pairs is produced and reheating epoch starts. In addition to Einstein
equation and energy-conservation law, we introduce the Boltzmann-type cosmic rate equation
(20) describing the number of pairs produced from (annihilating to) the spacetime, and reheating
equation describing massive unstable pairs decay to relativistic particles and thermodynamic laws.
This forms a close set of four independent differential equations uniquely determining H, ρΛ , ρM
and radiation-energy density ρR , given the initial conditions at inflation end. Numerical solutions
demonstrate three episodes of preheating, massive pairs dominate and genuine reheating. Results
show that ρΛ can efficiently converts to ρM by producing massive pairs, whose decay accounts
for reheating ρR , temperature and entropy of the Big-Bang Universe. As a result, the obtained
inflation e-folding number, reheating scale, temperature and entropy are in terms of the tensor-
to-scalar ratio in the theoretically predicated range 0.042 <∼ r <∼ 0.048, consistently with current
observations [34].
Above studies provide us the knowledges in particular how the horizon H varies and pairs oscil-
late S ⇔ F¯F in the reheating epoch. These oscillations cause particle-antiparticle symmetric and
asymmetric perturbations, whose superhorizon crossings accounts for baryogenesis, magnetogenesis
and dark-matter acoustic wave. We try to present detailed studies as follow. In Sec. II, we briefly
summarise the fundamental equations used: (i) two independent equations of Friedmann and energy
conservation law; (ii) the pair-production number density and rate, and previous results obtained
for pre-inflation and inflation epochs. In Sec. III, we discuss the back and forth process S ⇔ F¯F
and cosmic rate equation determining the relation between the matter density ρM in the Einstein
equations and the pair density ρH
M
(H) produced by the pair-production process. In Secs. IV, we
briefly recall the three episodes of reheating epoch. We describe the particle-antiparticle symmet-
ric and asymmetric density perturbations, and derive their acoustic wave equations in Secs. V.
We analyse their acoustic wavelengths in Sec. VI and discuss their horizon crossings that cause
the particle-antiparticle asymmetry in Sec. VII. The resultant baryogenesis and magnetogenesis
in the reheating are shown and the baryon number-to-entropy ratio and primeval magnetic field
are calculated In Secs. VIII and VIII C. The studies of the dark-matter acoustic waves for a given
comoving wavelength and their relevances to physical observations and effects at large distance
scales are presented in Sec. IX. The article ends with a brief summary of results and remarks.
In this article, G = M−2pl is the the Newton constant, Mpl is the Planck scale and reduced
Planck scale mpl ≡ (8pi)−1/2Mpl = 2.43× 1018GeV.
6Hubble
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FIG. 1: This figure is duplicated from Fig. 1 in Ref. [35]. Schematic evolution of the Hubble radius H−1
and the physical length scale λ(a), where physically interested scale λ0 = λ(a0) at the present time a0 = 1
crossed the Hubble horizon at the early time a4. Setting the scale factor a4 = a∗ at the inflation scale H−1∗
fixed by the CMB pivot scale λ0 = λ∗ = k−1∗ . The pre-inflation a > a∗, the inflation a4 < a < a3 = aend
and the inflation end a3 = aend, the reheating a3 < a < a2 = aR , the genuine reheating at aR and the
recombination at a1 = aeq.
II. EINSTEIN EQUATION AND PAIR PRODUCTION
To proceed more detailed discussions and calculations on the reheating epoch, for readers’ con-
venience, we present the brief and necessary summaries of the scenario Λ˜CDM and its applications
to the pre-inflation and inflation epochs.
A. Generalized equation for the Friedmann Universe
The Universe evolution from the inflation to the reheating is rather complex. In order to study
the different episodes of the reheating epoch after the inflation, we rewrite the generalised equations
for the Friedmann Universe as [34],
H2 = (3m2pl)
−1(ρΛ + ρM + ρR), (1)
H˙ = −(3/2)(3m2pl)−1 [(1 + ωM )ρM + (1 + ωR)ρR ] . (2)
where the Hubble rate H ≡ a˙/a of the scale factor a(t) variation and H˙ ≡ dH/dt. The energy
density ρM is a specific notation for massive pairs of ωM ≈ 0. The energy density ρR a specific
7notation for relativistic particles of ωR ≈ 1/3. Their Equations of States are defined as ωM,R =
pM,R/ρM,R and pM,R is the pressure of massive pairs or relativistic particles respectively. The energy
density ρΛ ≡ Λ2/(8piG) and ωΛ ≡ −1 are attributed to the cosmological Λ-term.
Moreover, we introduce the expanding time scale τH and the -rate representing the rate of the
H variation in time:
τH ≡ H−1;  ≡ −
H˙
H2
=
3
2
ρM + (4/3)ρR
ρΛ + ρM + ρR
, (3)
whose values characterise different epochs in Universe evolution. Note that in the inflation epoch
the -rate is analogous to the so-called slow-roll parameter. As a convenient unit for calculations and
expressions, we adopt the reduced Planck scale mpl ≡ (8piG)−1/2 = 1, unless otherwise stated. In
order to illustrate the pre-inflation, inflation and different episodes of the reheating epoch studied
in this article, a schematic description of the Universe evolution for the standard cosmological
scenario is presented in Fig. 1.
B. Particle-antiparticle pair production from spacetime
In this section, we briefly recall how to calculate the energy density ρH
M
of the matter produced
from the spacetime horizon H by the pair production of particles F and antiparticles F¯ :
S ⇒ F + F¯ , (4)
where S indicates the spacetime. Such pair production is considered to be a semi-classical process of
producing particles and antiparticles in the slowly time-varying horizon H. In the physical regime,
where produced F and F¯ particle masses m are much larger than the horizon H (m/H  1), i.e.,
they are well inside the horizon, we approximately obtain the averaged number, mass densities and
pressure of massive pairs produced from t = 0 to t >∼ 2piH−1 [33],
ρH
M
≈ 2χm2H2(1 + s), (5)
pH
M
≈ (s/3)ρH
M
, s ≈ 1/2(H/m)2  1 (6)
ωM = pM /ρM ≈ s/3, the pair number density nHM ≈ ρHM /(2m) and pair-production rate
ΓM ≈ −(χm/4pi)(H−1dH/dx) = (χm/4pi), (7)
where the theoretical coefficient χ ≈ 1.85 × 10−3 and the effective mass parameter m represents
the mass and degeneracy of pairs.
8C. Naturally resultant inflation and CMB observations
In the pair-production process, the cosmological term ρΛ and the horizon H must decreases,
because the gravitational energy of the spacetime has to pay for the energy gain due to massive
pair production and pairs’ kinetic energy. This back reaction of pair productions on the spacetime
has been taken into account by the Einstein equation (1) and generalised conservation law (2).
As indicated in Fig. 1, the pre-inflation epoch (a < a4) when H  ΓM , the inflation epoch
(a4 ≤ a ≤ a3) when H > ΓM , ρΛ  ρM , ρR ≈ 0, and  ≈ (3/2)ρM /ρΛ  1. Using ρM ≈ ρHM (5)
and Eq. (2), we obtain the slowly decreasing
H = H∗e−χm
2∗x = H∗e−χm
2∗N (8)
in terms of the e-folding variable x = ln(a/a∗) = N . The m∗ is the mass parameter in the inflation
epoch. The initial scale H∗ corresponds to the interested mode of the pivot scale k∗ crossed the
horizon (k∗ = H∗a∗) for CMB power spectra observations: the spectral index ns ≈ 0.965 and the
scalar amplitude As = ∆
2
R ≈ 2.1× 10−9 at k∗ = 0. 05 (Mpc)−1 [36]. As a result, we determine the
mass parameter m∗ and -rate value ∗ (ns = 1− 2∗) at the inflation scale H∗
m∗ ≈ 3.08mpl, ∗ = χm2∗ ≈ 1.75× 10−2, (9)
H∗ = 3.15× 10−5 (r/0.1)1/2mpl, (10)
where r is the scalar-tensor-ratio and the dimensionless notation χm2∗ ≡ χ(m∗/mpl)2 for mpl = 1
is used. The energy-density ratio of pairs and cosmological term is given by
ρ∗
M
ρ∗
Λ
≈ 2χ(m∗H∗)
2
3(mplH∗)2
=
2
3
χm2∗ ≈ 1.17× 10−2, (11)
and H2∗ ≈ ρ∗Λ/(3m2pl).
The transition from the inflation epoch H > ΓM to the reheating epoch ΓM > H is physically
continuous. We can estimate the inflation ending scale Hend by using Hend <∼ ΓM . From. Eq. (8),
the inflation ending scale Hend is
Hend = H∗e−χm
2∗Nend
≈ H∗e−(1−ns)Nend/2 ≈ (0.42, 0.35)H∗, (12)
for the e-folding number Nend = (50, 60) and the tensor-to-scalar ratio r = (0.037, 0.052), the r−ns
relation was shown in accordance with with the constrains from CMB measurements.
9Equations (10,11,12), χ  1 and ∗  1 (9) show that the H-variation is very small in the
inflation epoch, implying
H2end =
ρend
Λ
+ ρend
M
3m2pl
>∼
ρend
Λ
3m2pl
;
ρend
M
ρend
Λ
 1, (13)
namely, the cosmological term ρend
Λ
≈ 3m2plH2end is still dominant over the pair energy density
ρend
M
≈ 2χm2∗H2end at the inflation end. We consider the ratio ρendM /ρendΛ (11) and the scale Hend
(12) as initial conditions of the reheating epoch (a3 ≤ a ≤ a2 in Fig. 1) to be studied in Sec. IV.
III. COSMIC RATE EQUATION FOR PAIRS AND SPACETIME
The inflation epoch ends and reheating epoch starts. The transitioning process from one to
another cannot be instantaneous and must be very complex, due to the large density of particle-
antiparticle pairs and the back reactions of microscopic and macroscopic processes. One of them is
that pairs annihilate back to the spacetime, in addition to they are produced from the spacetime.
This means that the produced pairs’ energy density ρH
M
is not the same as the matter energy density
ρM in the Einstein equation ρ
H
M
6= ρM . They are related by the the Boltzmann type rate equation
of pairs and spacetime, that is studied in this section and shown to be important for understanding
the transition between the inflation end and reheating start in next Sec. IV.
A. Particle-antiparticle pair annihilation and decay
We focus on the dynamics and kinematics of article-antiparticle pairs after they are produced.
From the microscopical points of view, the particle-antiparticle pairs can in turn annihilate to the
spacetime, i.e., the inverse process of the production process (4)
F + F¯ ⇒ S. (14)
Such back and forth processes
S ⇔ F¯F, (15)
can be regarded as particle-antiparticle emissions and absorptions of the spacetime. As shown in
Eqs. (3) and (7), the macroscopic time scale τH = H
−1 of the spacetime expansion is much longer
than the time scale Γ−1M of microscopic pair productions and annihilations. Therefore, the CPT
symmetry of local field theories should be held for microscopic processes, we consider that the
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pair-annihilation rate is the same as the pair-production rate
Γ
Anni
M = Γ
Prod
M = ΓM , (16)
although the Universe expansion violates the T -symmetry of time translation and reflection.
Henceforth, we introduce the mass parameter mˆ to represent not only the effective masses, but
also the effective degeneracies of pairs produced in the reheating epoch. That is the substitution
m→ mˆ in Eqs. (5,6) and the rate (7) becomes
ΓM ≈ (χmˆ/4pi). (17)
These back and forth processes of massive pairs production and annihilation are due to purely
gravitational interactions. Some of massive pairs, however, can also carry the quantum numbers
of gauge interactions. Therefore, in addition to their annihilation to the spacetime (14), these
“unstable” massive pairs via gauge interactions decay to relativistic particles ¯` `, which are much
lighter than massive pairs F¯F themselves,
F¯F ⇒ ¯` `. (18)
These relativistic particles ¯`` represent elementary particles in the standard model (SM) of particle
physics, and possible massless or massive sterile particles (neutrinos) for the dark matter, for
example right-handed neutrinos and composite particles [? ] or particles of other theories beyond
SM. In general, the decay rate of massive pairs is proportional to the pair mass mˆ and can be
parametrised as
Γ
de
M = g
2
Y
mˆ, (F¯F ⇒ ¯` `) (19)
where gY is the Yukawa coupling between the massive pairs and relativistic particles.
Taking into account both pair-production and pair-annihilation processes, we study the semi-
classical rate equation for the pair energy density ρM based on the conservation of the total pair
numbers in the Universe evolution obeying Einstein equations (1) and (2).
B. Boltzmann rate equation for particle-antiparticle pairs and spacetime
We adopted the phase space density (the distribution function in phase space) is spatially
homogenous and isotropic, and integrating over phase space, we have the pair number density
depending only on the time nM (t), so that the Liouville operator in the phase space for the
11
kinematic part is just d(a3nM )/dt = a
3n˙M (t) + 3Ha
3nM (t). Adopting the usual approach [12, 37]
at the semi-classical level, we use the cosmic rate equation of the Boltzmann type for the pair
number density nM ,
dnM
dt
+ 3HnM = ΓM
(
nH
M
− nM
)
− ΓdeMnM ,
dρM
dt
+ 3HρM = ΓM
(
ρH
M
− ρM
)
− ΓdeMρM , (20)
where the second line is due to the massive pairs ρM ≈ 2mˆnM and ρHM ≈ 2mˆnHM . These equations
effectively describe the pair dynamics of the back and forth processes (15) and decay processes
(19) in the Universe evolution. The term 3HnM of the time scale (3H)
−1 represents the spacetime
expanding effect on the the pair density nM . It should be emphasized that ΓMn
H
M
is the source
term of pair productions from the space time, and ΓMnM is the depletion term of pair annihilations
into the space time. The spacetime horizon and particle-antiparticle pairs are coupled via the back
and forth processes (15). The pair production and annihilation rates are assumed to be equal to
ΓM (16) in the detailed balance term
ΓProdM n
H
M
− ΓAnniM nM = ΓM
(
nH
M
− nM
)
, (21)
in the RHS of the cosmic rate equation (20).
C. A close set of fundamental equations in the reheating epoch
In addition to the cosmic rate equation (20), there is another Boltzmann equation from the
conservation of the radiation energy ρR of relativistic particles from massive particle decays.
ρ˙R + 4HρR = Γ
de
MρM , (22)
in the reheating epoch.
As a consequence, we have a close set of four ordinary differential equations to uniquely deter-
mine the time evolutions of the Hubble rate H, the cosmological term ρΛ , massive pairs’ energy
density ρM and relativistic particles’ energy density ρR . They are the cosmic rate equation (20)
for ρM , the reheating equation (22) for ρR , Einstein equations (1) and (2) for H and ρΛ , In addi-
tion, there are three algebraic relations: the pair-production rate ΓM (17), the pair-decay rate Γ
de
M
(19) and the spacetime evolution -rate (3). For further analysis, we recast these equations as the
Einstein equations
h2 = ΩΛ + ΩM + ΩR , (23)
dh2
dx
= −3ΩM − 4ΩR , (24)
12
and the cosmic rate equations
dΩM
dx
+ 3ΩM =
ΓM
H
(
ΩH
M
− ΩM
)
− Γ
de
M
H
ΩM , (25)
dΩR
dx
+ 4ΩR =
Γ
de
M
H
ΩM , (26)
where, instead of the cosmic time t, we adopt the cosmic e-folding variable x = ln(a/aend) and
d(· · ·)/dx = d(· · ·)/(Hdt) for the sake of simplicity and significance in physics.
In order to study the reheating epoch, we adopt in Eqs. (23-26) the scale factor aend at the end
of the inflation, corresponding the normalisations h ≡ H/Hend, ΩΛ,M,R ≡ ρΛ,M,R/ρendc and
ΩH
M
≡ ρ
H
M
ρendc
=
2
3
χmˆ2h2, ρendc ≡
3H2end
(8piG)
, (27)
in unit of the inflation ending scale Hend and the corresponding characteristic density ρ
end
c . Using
the rates ΓM (17) and Γ
de
M (19), we write the ratios in Eqs. (25) and (26),
ΓM
H
=
(
χ
4pi
)(
mˆ
Hend
)

h
;
Γ
de
M
H
= g2
Y
(
mˆ
Hend
)
1
h
, (28)
which represent the rates ΓM and Γ
de
M of the microscopic processes (15) and (19) compared with
the Hubble rate H of the macroscopic expansion of the spacetime. Moreover, we rewrite the -rate
(29) of time-varying horizon H as
 ≡ − 1
H
dH
dx
=
3
2
ΩM + (4/3)ΩR
ΩΛ + ΩM + ΩR
, (29)
to characterise the different episodes of the reheating epoch.
Equations (23-29) can be numerically integrated, provided that the initial conditions (13), see
Sec. II C, are given at the beginning of the reheating epoch. This epoch is represented by the scale
factor changing from the inflation end a3 = aend to the genuine reheating a2 = aR in Fig. 1, the
schematic diagram of the Universe evolution.
IV. DIFFERENT EPISODES IN THE REHEATING EPOCH
In the reheating epoch, general speaking, the horizon h and the cosmological term ΩΛ decreases,
as the matter content ΩM or ΩR increases, meanwhile the ratio ΓM/H (28) and the -rate (29)
increase. To gain the insight into the physics first, we use the -rate values (29) to characterize
the different episodes in the reheating epoch. In each episode, the -rate slowly varies in time, we
approximately have the time scale of the spacetime expansion
H−1 ≈ t. (30)
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In the transition from one episode to another, the -rate significantly changes its value. Using
the characteristic  values   1,  ≈ 3/2,  ≈ 2, we identify the following three different episodes
P-episode, M-episode and R-episode in the reheating epoch. The P-episode and the M-episode
have some similarities to the preheating phase in usual inflation models [2, 3].
A. preheating episode: P-episode
The preheating P-episode is a transition from the inflation end to the reheating start. In this
episode, the pair production rate ΓM (17) is larger than the Hubble rate H, that is still much
larger than the pair decay rate Γ
de
M (19),
ΓM > H  ΓdeM , ρΛ > ρM  ρR . (31)
The radiation energy density of relativistic particles is completely negligible ρR ≈ 0, compared
with the massive pairs’ energy density ρM and cosmological one ρΛ .
Using the follow values at the inflation end Hend (12) and energy density ratio ρ
end
M
/ρend
Λ
 1
(13), see Sec. II C,
Ωend
M
= 4.7× 10−3, so that (ΓM/H)end ≈ 1 (32)
as the initial conditions for starting the P-episode, we numerically integrate Eqs. (23,24) and (25),
by selecting values of the mass parameter mˆ/mpl.
B. Massive pairs domination: M-episode
After the P-episode transition, the reheating epoch is in the M-episode of massive pair domi-
nation. The M-episode is characterised by
ρM  ρΛ  ρR , ΓM > H > Γ
de
M , (33)
so that the radiation energy density ρR is negligible in the Einstein equations (1-3) and the cosmic
rate equation (20). The H variation -rate M is a constant, shown as an asymptotic value M ≈ 3/2
In this episode, the Hubble rate H and scale factor a(t) vary as
H−1 ≈ M t, a(t) ∼ t1/M , (34)
and h2 ≈ ΩM , the pair energy density ΩM ∝ (a/aend)−2M drops as in the matter dominated
universe, analogously to the scenario [38].
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In addition to the large pair energy density ρM , the pair production/annihilation rate ΓM is
much larger than the Hubble rate H, i.e., ΓM/H  1, see Figure 3 (c) in Ref. [34]. The back and
forth processes of pair production and annihilation F¯F ⇔ S are important, as described by the
cosmic rate equation (25) with the detailed balance term DM ,
DM ≡ ΓM
(
ΩH
M
− ΩM
)
(35)
and the characteristic time scale τM ,
τ−1
M
≡ ΓM
ΩM
(
ΩH
M
− ΩM
)
, (36)
which is actually the time period of back and forth F¯F ⇔ S oscillating processes. This macroscopic
time scale is much smaller than the macroscopic expansion time scale τH = H
−1, τM  τH . In
this situation, the microscopic back and forth process (S ⇔ F¯F ) is much faster than the horizon
expanding process, thus the space time and massive pairs are completely coupled each other via
these back and forth processes.
Therefore, the back and forth oscillating process F¯F ⇔ S can build a local chemical equilibrium
of the quantum-number and energy equipartition
ρM ⇔ ρHM ; µF + µF¯ = µspacetime (37)
between massive pairs and the space time. The chemical potential of particles is opposite to the
chemical potential of antiparticles, i.e., µF = −µF¯ , so that particle and antiparticle pairs have
zero chemical potential µpair = µF + µF¯ = 0. The chemical equilibrium (37) leads to the space
time “chemical potential” is zero, i.e., µspacetime = 0. In this case, the detailed balance term (35)
for the oscillations ρM ⇔ ρHM in the microscopic time scale τM should vanishes, in the sense of its
time-averaged
〈ρM − ρHM 〉 = 0, (38)
over the macroscopic time τH  τM . This means that ρM ≈ ρHM in the macroscopic time scale τH .
The cosmic rate equation approximately becomes
dρM
dt
+ 3HρM ≈ 0, (39)
whose solution is ρM ∝ a−3. This is consistent with the solution to Eq. (1) for the massive pair
domination ρM  ρΛ and ρM  ρR , yielding H2 ∼ ρM ∝ a−3. This is also self-consistent with the
pair-production formula (5) ρM ≈ ρHM = χmˆ2H2 ∝ a−3.
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FIG. 2: (Color Online). In a few e-folding number x = ln(a/aend), (a) the energy density ρ
H
M
(27) (orange)
of the spacetime produced pairs and the pair energy density of ρ
M
(blue) as the solution to the cosmic rate
equation (25), showing ρ
M
≈ ρH
M
; (b) the detailed balance term DM (35) vanishes. These illustrations are
plotted with the initial condition (32) and parameter (mˆ/mpl) = 27.7.
In order to verify these discussions, we check the solution (38) or (39) analytically and nu-
merically. The approximately analytical solution ρM ≈ ρHM = χmˆ2H2 averaged over the time τH
consistently obeys the cosmic rate equation (39),
〈ρ˙H
M
〉 = 〈2χmˆ2HH˙〉 = −〈2HρH
M
〉 ≈ −3HρH
M
, (40)
where 〈〉 ≈ M = 3/2, and the detailed balance term (35) vanishes. Numerical results quan-
titatively show the same conclusion: ρM approaches to ρ
H
M
, and nM ≈ ρM /2mˆ approaches to
nH
M
≈ ρH
M
/2mˆ
ρM ≈ ρHM = 2χmˆ2H2, nM ≈ nHM = χmˆH2, (41)
see Fig. 2 (a); correspondingly the detailed balance term (35) vanishes, see Fig. 2 (b). The detailed
balance solution (41) is valid in the matter dominate evolution, and it is peculiar for stable massive
pairs, which have no gauge interactions except gravitation one. In this episode, spacetime and pairs
are coupled in horizon H evolution
C. Relativistic particles domination: R-episode of the genuine reheating
After theM-episode, the decay term ΓdeMΩM prevails over the detailed balance term DM (35) in
the cosmic rate equation (25), massive pairs undergo the process of decay to relativistic particles,
rather than the process of annihilating to the spacetime. The spacetime and pairs are decoupled in
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time evolution. It starts the R-episode of the genuine reheating and radiation energy domination,
which is characterised by
ρR  ρM  ρΛ , → R ≈ 2, (42)
and Γ
de
M/H > 1. As a result, Equations (23) and (24) or Eq. (29) gives
H−1 ≈ Rt, a(t)/aR ≈ (t/τR)1/R , (43)
where the period of massive particles decay τR = (Γ
de
M )
−1 is the reheating time scale and aR is the
scale factor at the genuine reheating. After reheating the matter-energy density is much larger
than the cosmological energy density, we show in Ref. [33] due to such back reaction that the
cosmological term ρΛ tracks down the matter term ρM from the reheating end to the radiation-
matter equilibrium, then it varies very slowly, ρΛ ∝ constant, consistently leading to the cosmic
coincidence in the present time. The detailed discussions and results of such scenario Λ˜CDM have
been presented there.
V. PARTICLE AND ANTIPARTICLE OSCILLATING PERTURBATIONS
After a lengthy but necessary preparation, we arrive at the central topic of this article: baryo-
genesis, magnetogenesis and dark-matter acoustic wave caused by the superhorizon crossings of
particle-antiparticle symmetric and asymmetric density perturbations.
We adopt the term “particle-antiparticle oscillations” to stand for the microscopic back and forth
processes of the pair production from and annihilation to the spacetime S ⇔ F¯F . Such particle-
antiparticle oscillations have no any preference for particles F or antiparticles F¯ , whose numbers
are the same in the pair density (5) and the net particle number is exactly zero. On the other
hand, this particle and antiparticle symmetry seems to hold true for the local particle-number
equipartition or chemical equilibrium nM ⇔ nHM , as the detailed balance term ΓM
(
nH
M
− nM
)
vanishes in the cosmic rate equation (25), as discussed in Sec. IV B. However, these observations
are made without carefully considering time scales of the horizon variation and the back and forth
processes. In this section, we attempt to present some more detailed analysis on these aspects.
A. Particle density perturbations
Separating particles from antiparticles, we study their density perturbations caused by particle-
antiparticle pairs production from and annihilation into the space time, so as to examine symmetric
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and asymmetric density perturbations of particles and antiparticles.
1. Continuum and Eulerian equations of particles
Analogously to the study of cosmic perturbation, see for example [12], the linear perturbations
of massive particles and antiparticles are separately studied by using their continuum equation
and Eulerian equations of Newtonian motion describing two perfect fluids of particle (+) and
antiparticle (−) densities ρ±
M
(t,x), pressures p±
M
(t,x) and velocities v±
M
(t,x) in the Robertson-
Walker space time (Freemann Universe)
ρ˙±
M
+∇ · (ρ±
M
v±
M
) = −ΓM (ρ±M − ρ0M ), (44)
v˙±
M
+ (v±
M
· ∇)v±
M
= −(ρ±
M
)−1∇p±
M
−∇Φ, (45)
∇2Φ = 4piG(ρ+
M
+ ρ−
M
), (46)
ρ0
M
(t) = (1/2)ρH
M
= χmˆ2H2 (47)
where the RHS of Eq. (44) contains the source term ρ0
M
(t) and the depletion term ρ±
M
. In the last
line (47), the unperturbed density ρ0
M
(t) = ρM /2 ≈ ρHM /2 given by Eq. (41). The pair decay term
−ΓdeMρM is neglected for the moment. The interacting rate ΓM and gravitational potential Φ fully
respect the symmetry of particle and antiparticle. The arguments in above equations are comoving
coordinates (x,k) and the time derivative and space gradient are taken with respect to the physical
coordinates (ax,k/a). The zeroth order solutions ρ±
M
to Eqs. (44,45,46) are the density ρ0
M
of pair
productions, which follows the Hubble flow v0
M
= d(ax)/dt = Hax, and gives the gravitational
potential Φ0 = (2piG/3)ρ0
M
|x|2.
2. Density perturbations of particles and antiparticles
We consider the small perturbations around the averaged values ρ0
M
and v0
M
of massive pairs
by writing
δv±
M
= v±
M
− v0
M
, δρ±
M
= ρ±
M
− ρ0
M
and δ±
M
= δρ±
M
/ρ0
M
. (48)
Up to the first order in the perturbative quantities, Equations (44), (45) and (46) become
d(δρ±
M
)/dt+ ρ0
M
∇ · (δv±
M
) + 3Hδρ±
M
= −ΓMδρ±M , (49)
d(δv±
M
)/dt+Hδv±
M
= −(ρ0
M
)−1∇δp±
M
−∇δΦ, (50)
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and the Poisson equation
∇2δΦ = 4piG(δρ+
M
+ δρ−
M
). (51)
In terms of δ±
M
= δρ±
M
/ρ0
M
, Equation (49) yields
∇ · δv±
M
= −(δ˙±
M
+ ΓMδ
±
M
). (52)
Taking the gradient of Eq. (50), we arrive at
δ¨±
M
+ (ΓM + 2H)δ˙
±
M
+ (2HΓM + Γ˙M )δ
±
M
= v2s∇2δ±M + 4piGρ0M (δ+M + δ−M ) (53)
where the sound velocity
vs = (δp
±
M
/δρ±
M
)1/2. (54)
Equation (53) represents the perturbations of particle and antiparticle densities caused by the back
and forth oscillations of pairs production/annihilation from/to the space time, and it reduces to
the usual equation for the density perturbation in the case ΓM = 0 and Γ˙M = 0.
B. Symmetric and and asymmetric density perturbations
Moreover, we introduce the quantity ∆M to describe the perturbation of the symmetrical
particle-antiparticle pair density, and the quantity δM to describe the perturbation of the asym-
metrical particle-antiparticle density:
∆M ≡ (δ+M + δ−M )/2 = (ρM − ρHM )/ρHM , (55)
δM ≡ (δ+M − δ−M )/2 = (ρ+M − ρ−M )/ρHM . (56)
Henceforth, we call ∆M the pair-density oscillation (perturbation) and δM the particle-antiparticle-
density oscillation (perturbation). The ∆M is actually the same as the detailed balance term
(ρM − ρHM ) in the cosmic rate equation (25).
1. Acoustic wave equations for density perturbations
Replacing Eqs. (55) and (56) in Eq. (53), we obtain acoustic wave equations for the density
perturbations δM and ∆M ,
δ¨M + (ΓM + 2H)δ˙M + (2HΓM + Γ˙M )δM = v
2
s∇2δM , (57)
∆¨M + (ΓM + 2H)∆˙M + (2HΓM + Γ˙M )∆M = v
2
s∇2∆M + 4piGρHM∆M . (58)
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It is shown that the modes ∆M and δM satisfy the same type of oscillating equation, except an
additional term 4piGρH
M
∆M in Eq. (58) due to the pairs in the external gravitational potential.
Because the -rate (3) varies slowly in the inflation epoch and the M-episode, we approximately
neglect Γ˙M = (χmˆ/4pi)˙ >∼ 0, except the large -variation in the transitions: (i) between the
inflation end and M-episode, i.e., P-episode; (ii) between the M-episode and R-episode.
Furthermore, we define the Fourier transformation from fM (x, t) = ∆M (x, t), δM (x, t) to k
modes fk
M
(t) = ∆k
M
(t), δk
M
(t),
fM (x, t) =
1
Ω1/2
∑
k
fk
M
(t)eikx, (59)
fk
M
(t) =
1
Ω1/2
∫
d3xfM (x, t)e
−ikx, (60)
where Ω = (4pi/3)H−3 is the spatial physical volume and k = pin/H−1,n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·. The
corresponding equations for k-modes δk
M
and ∆k
M
read,
δ¨k
M
+ (ΓM + 2H)δ˙
k
M
+ 2HΓMδ
k
M
= −(v2s |k|2/a2)δkM (61)
∆¨k
M
+ (ΓM + 2H)∆˙
k
M
+ 2HΓM∆
k
M
= −(v2s |k|2/a2)∆kM + 4piGρHM∆kM . (62)
These are semi-classical equations governing the oscillating modes δk
M
and ∆k
M
of frequencies
ω2δ (k) = 2HΓM + (v
2
s |k|2/a2) (63)
ω2∆(k) = 2HΓM + (v
2
s |k|2/a2)− 4piGρHM . (64)
and (2HΓM )
1/2 behaves like “quasi mass” term. Due to the oscillations of the pairs-spacetime
annihilation and production, the ΓM -term of pair production and annihilation contributes to the
friction coefficient (ΓM + 2H) and oscillation frequency ω
2
δ,∆(k).
Because of the gravitational attraction of pairs produced, the term 4piGρH
M
in Eqs. (62) and (64)
could lead to the Jean instability. Observe that in Eq. (64) 4piGρH
M
= 8piχ(m/Mpl)
2H2 is much
smaller than 2HΓM + (v
2
s |k|2/a2) even for the case |k| = 0 and m  H (v2s  1) in the inflation
and reheating epochs, as well as standard cosmology. Therefore the negative term 4piGρH
M
can be
neglected and ω2∆(k) > 0, implying the Jeans instability should not occur in these epochs.
2. Oscillating equations of lowest lying modes
We will present and discuss the solutions to these equations (61-64) for the density perturbations
in the inflation epoch and three episodes P, M and R of the reheating epoch. We first focus on
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the lowest lying oscillation modes by neglecting the pressure term v2s∇2 or (v2s |k|2/a2) terms, since
pairs are massive (m  H) and their sound velocity is small v2s  1. Thus, Equations (61-64)
become
δ¨0
M
+ (ΓM + 2H)δ˙
0
M
+ 2HΓMδ
0
M
= 0 (65)
∆¨0
M
+ (ΓM + 2H)∆˙
0
M
+ 2HΓM∆
0
M
= 0, (66)
where the lowest lying oscillation modes δ0
M
≡ δk=0
M
and ∆0
M
≡ ∆k=0
M
with the frequencies ωδ ≡
ωδ(|k| = 0) and ω∆ ≡ ω∆(|k| = 0),
ω2δ = ω
2
∆ = 2HΓM . (67)
These lowest lying modes are called as the “zero modes” ∆0
M
and δ0
M
of pair-density and particle-
antiparticle-density oscillations. We stress that in this semi-classical approximation the frequencies
(67) of these zero modes weakly depend on the time t in the time period of slowly varying H and ΓM
under consideration. This is different from the usual notion of “mode” with a constant frequency.
To end this section, we would like to mention that the oscillations δ0
M
are the spacial fluctuations
in the number of particles or antiparticles (compositions) per comoving volume, and the oscillations
∆0
M
are the spacial fluctuations in the number of pairs per comoving volume.
VI. PARTICLE-ANTIPARTICLE ASYMMETRY AND HORIZON CROSSING
In general, it is expected that for large frequencies ωδ,∆  (ΓM + 2H), the modes δ0M and ∆0M
are underdamped oscillating inside the horizon. While small frequencies ωδ,∆  (ΓM + 2H), the
friction term (ΓM+2H)δ˙
0
M
dominates, the amplitudes of the modes δ0
M
and ∆0
M
are overdamped and
frozen to be constants outside the horizon. Following the usual approach, we present a quantitative
analysis to show this phenomenon by using the simplified Eqs. (65,66) and (67) in one dimension
and assuming isotropic tree-dimension oscillations.
A. Under- and over-damped oscillating modes and horizon crossing
In terms of dimensionless variables t→ mˆt, ΓM → ΓM/mˆ and H → H/mˆ, we rewrite Eq. (65)
in the form of the usual equation for a sperical harmonic oscillator in three dimension,
δ¨0
M
+ 2ζωδ δ˙
0
M
+ ω2δδ
0
M
= 0, (68)
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and the same for the mode ∆0
M
. The underdamped frequency ωδ and the damping ratio ζ are,
ω2δ ≡ 2ΓMH, ζ ≡ (ΓM + 2H)/(2ωδ), (69)
which depends on time, because the spacetime expanding rate H(t) and the pair produc-
tion/annihilation rate ΓM (t) vary in time.
1. Under- and over-damped oscillating modes
We further assume the slowly time-varying ωδ and ζ, roughly treated as constants, compared
with the rapidly time-varying modes ∆0
M
and δ0
M
under considerations. In this circumstance, the
approximate solution to Eq. (68) reads
δ0
M
∝ e−ωδζte−iωδ(1−ζ2)1/2t. (70)
We have following physical situations:
(i) in the underdamped case (ζ < 1), i.e., 2ωδ > ΓM + 2H, the modes δ
0
M
and ∆0
M
oscillate
with smaller frequencies than ωδ, their wavelengths are smaller than the horizon size, and
amplitudes damped to zero inside the horizon. The damping time scale (ωδζ)
−1 = (ΓM +
H)−1 ≈ Γ−1M ;
(ii) in the overdamped case (ζ > 1), i.e., 2ωδ < ΓM+2H, the modes δ
0
M
and ∆0
M
’s wavelengths are
larger than the horizon size, their amplitudes exponentially decay and return to steady states
without oscillating. In the case (ζ  1), the solution (70) yields δ0
M
,∆0
M
∝ const., indicating
the amplitudes of modes δ0
M
and ∆0
M
are “frozen” to constants outside the horizon.
2. Lowest lying mode crossing horizon
The separatrix between the situations (i) and (ii) is defined at ζ = 1. At this separatrix, the
definitions (69) of the frequency ωδ and damping ratio ζ lead to
ΓM = 2H, (71)
and the critical ratio of horizon radius and pair oscillating wavelength
H−1
ω−1δ
=
(
2ΓM
H
)1/2
= 2. (72)
Such a critical ratio (72) represents the horizon crossing of the zero modes δ0
M
and ∆0
M
:
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(a) the δ0
M
and ∆0
M
modes are inside the horizon for (H−1/ω−1δ ) = (2ΓM/H)
1/2 > 2;
(b) the δ0
M
and ∆0
M
modes are outside the horizon for (H−1/ω−1δ ) = (2ΓM/H)
1/2 < 2.
These results have clear physical meanings. Whether the oscillating modes is subhorizon size
or superhorizon size crucially depends on the “time-competition” (71) between the rate ΓM of
the back and forth oscillating process S ⇔ F¯F and the Hubble rate H of spacetime expansion:
ΓM > H the modes stay inside the horizon; ΓM < H the modes stay outside the horizon. In
other words, the modes stay inside (outside) the horizon, if they oscillate faster (slower) than
the spacetime expanding rate, since they have (no) enough time to keep themselves inside the
horizon. Consistently, the “space-competition” (72) of horizon size and mode wavelength shows
(a) subhorizon sized modes and (b) superhorizon sized modes.
The horizon crossing condition (72) clearly depends on the functions H(t) and ΓM (t) in different
epochs of the Universe evolution. Using the pair-production rate expression ΓM (17) at the horizon
crossing, we find the horizon crossing condition (71) for the zero mode to be
Hcr = Γ
cr
M/2, Γ
cr
M = χmˆcr/(4pi), (Hcr/mˆ) = (χ/8pi)cr, (73)
where Hcr and cr stand for the Hubble scale and -rate at the horizon crossing. The LHS is the
ratio of particle Compton length and horizon radius, the RHS is the -rate (29) depending on
dynamical evolution, and χ = 1.85× 10−3 characterizes the width 1/(χmˆ) on the horizon surface
where massive pairs are produced.
We end this section by noting that the term Γ˙M ∝ ˙ > 0 in Eqs. (57) and (58) might not be
negligible for time-increasing -rate in the P-episode. However, the effective oscillating frequencies
ωδ = 2HΓM + Γ˙M > 2HΓM (wavelengths ω
−1
δ ) become larger (smaller), so that the critical ratio
(72) should be larger than 2.
B. Symmetric and asymmetric oscillating amplitudes at horizon crossing
To quantify symmetric and asymmetric oscillating amplitudes at horizon crossing, the root-
mean-square (rms) density fluctuations are defined by
δ¯M ≡ 〈δM (x)δ†M (x)〉1/2, ∆¯M ≡ 〈∆M (x)∆†M (x)〉1/2 (74)
where 〈· · ·〉 = Ω−1 ∫ d3x(· · ·) indicates the average all states over the space. The use of Fourier
transformations (59) and (60) yields
δ¯ 2
M
=
1
Ω
∑
k,k′
δk
M
δk
′†
M
δk,k′ =
1
Ω
∑
k
|δk
M
|2 (75)
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and the same for ∆¯ 2
M
, where the dimensionless δk,k′ = Ω
−1 ∫ d3xeix(k−k′) is the Kronecker delta
function of discrete variables k and k′.
1. Lowest lying mode amplitudes at horizon crossing
Considering only contribution from the lowest lying modes of underdamped oscillating δ0
M
and
∆0
M
, from Eq. (75) we approximately obtain
δ¯ 2
M
≈ Ω−1|δ0
M
|2, ∆¯ 2
M
≈ Ω−1|∆0
M
|2. (76)
At a fixed time t, the amplitudes |δ0
M
|2 and |∆0
M
|2 of the lowest lying state (ground state) of under-
damped harmonic oscillator (68) can be expressed by the characteristic length scale 1/(2mωδ)
1/2
of the oscillation,
|δ0
M
|2 ≈ 1/(2mˆωδ)3/2, |∆0M |2 ≈ 1/(2mˆω∆)3/2, (77)
see, e.g., Refs. [40], [41], and [39]. If the wavelength of the lowest lying state is much smaller than
the horizon radius, the ground state will evolve adiabatically, and Eq. (77) will continue to hold at
later times, thus we obtain the root-mean-square of density fluctuations (74)
δ¯ 2
M
= ∆¯2
M
≈ 1
4pi(2mˆ)3/2
3H3
(2HΓM )3/2
. (78)
At the other extreme, if the wavelength of the lowest lying state is much larger than the horizon
radius, the oscillator will be overdamped, and the oscillating amplitudes δ¯M and ∆¯M will remain
constants with time. These constants at the horizon crossing Hcr = Γ
cr
M/2 (73) are
δ¯M = ∆¯M ≈
(
3
32pi
)1/2 (Hcr
mˆ
)3/4
=
(
3
32pi
)1/2 (χcr
8pi
)3/4
, (79)
whose values depend on the Hubble rate H or the -rate at the horizon crossing.
2. Particle-antiparticle asymmetry due to horizon crossing
As a result, using Eqs. (55) and (56), we explicitly write the result (79) as,
ρ+
M
− ρ−
M
= δ¯Mρ
H
M
, (80)
ρM − ρHM = ∆¯MρHM , (81)
where the right-handed sides are in the sense of rms. In other words, δ¯Mρ
H
M
represents the spacial
fluctuations in the number of particles or antiparticles (compositions) per comoving volume, and
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∆¯Mρ
H
M
represents the spacial fluctuations in the number of pairs per comoving volume. This result
physically implies the following two consequences due to the particle-antiparticle oscillations at the
horizon crossing:
(i) In the case that the δM is an underdamped oscillating mode inside the horizon, its root-
mean-squared (rms) value δ¯M vanishes, indicating all particles and antiparticles are inside
the horizon, no net particle number appears with respect to the observer inside the horizon.
The particle-antiparticle symmetry holds.
(ii) In the case that the δM is an overdamped oscillating mode frozen outside the horizon, its root-
mean-squared (rms) value δ¯M does not vanish, indicating some particles (or anti-particles)
are outside the horizon, thus net particle number appears with respect to the observer inside
the horizon. The particle-antiparticle symmetry breaks. The “frozen” amplitudes of δ¯M and
∆¯M are very small ∼ O[(H/m)3/4] (79) on the horizon surface, where the production and
annihilation of particle and anti-particles take place.
It is important to note that the total number of particles and antiparticles inside and outside
the horizon is preserved. In the second case (ii), the positive (negative) net number of particles
and antiparticles viewed by a subhorizon observer has to be equal to the negative (positive) net
number of particles and antiparticles outside the horizon, which is described by the asymmetric
perturbation δ¯M on the surface of the horizon crossing.
VII. HORIZON CROSSINGS AT REHEATING START AND END
As discussed in the previous section, the lowest lying mode δM inside the horizon represents an
underdamping oscillation between particles and antiparticles and its dampened amplitude vanishes
within the horizon. As a result, the averaged net number of particles is zero in this time period
t ∼ H−1, and the symmetry of particle and antiparticle is preserved. Instead, the lowest lying mode
δM outside the horizon means that its amplitude is frozen to a constant δM = const. 6= 0. This
implies that the observer inside the horizon should observe a non-vanishing net particle number
associating the horizon surface, representing the modes of constant amplitude outside the horizon.
Such mode horizon crossing indicates the asymmetry of particle and antiparticle occurs. Now we
need to examine where such mode horizon crossing takes place in the early Universe evolution.
The same discussions apply to the mode ∆M (55) describing the perturbations of the pair density,
which however do not violate the symmetry of particle and antiparticle.
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A. Subhorizon crossing in preheating P-episode
In order to find the subhorizon crossing in preheating P-episode, we first examine that the
modes δM and ∆M are superhorizopn size in the pre-inflation and inflation epoch, while they are
subhorizon size in the massive pair oscillating M-episode.
1. Particle-antiparticle asymmetry in pre-inflation and inflation
In the pre-inflation and inflation epoch H > ΓM , the modes δM and ∆M are outside the horizon,
corresponding to the overdamped case (ζ > 1). This can be also seen by the ratio of horizon radius
H−1 and pair oscillating wave length ω−1δ (67),
H−1
ω−1δ
=
(
H−2
2−1Γ−1M H−1
)1/2
<
(
Γ−1M
2−1Γ−1M
)1/2
= 21/2, (82)
indicating H−1/ω−1δ < 2. This is numerically shown in Fig. 3 (a), where the blue line H
−1/ω−1δ is
below the orange line 2. This implies that in the inflation, the modes δM and ∆M wavelengths are
larger than the horizon size, their amplitudes exponentially decay and return to steady states with-
out oscillating, indicating that the modes δM and ∆M are superhorizon size, and their amplitudes
of modes δM and ∆M are “frozen” to constants outside the horizon. With respect to an observer
inside the horizon, this means that with respect to an observer inside the horizon, δ¯M (80) does
not vanish (δ¯M 6= 0) and the particle-antiparticle asymmetry holds in the pre-inflation (a < a4)
and inflation epoch (a4 < a < a3), as indicated in Fig. 1.
2. Particle-antiparticle symmetry in M-episode
In the M-episode H < ΓM/2, however, we find that the modes δM and ∆M are inside the
horizon. This is because the ratio of horizon radius and pair oscillating wavelength is larger than
2,
H−1
ω−1δ
=
(
H−2
2−1H−1Γ−1M
)1/2
>
(
2Γ−1M
2−1Γ−1M
)1/2
= 2, (83)
indicating that the modes δM and ∆M are subhorizon sized underdamped oscillations, correspond-
ing to the underdamped case (ζ < 1). This is numerically shown in Fig. 3 (a), where the blue
line H−1/ω−1δ is above the orange line 2. Therefore, in the M-episode the particle-antiparticle
asymmetric mode δM and symmetric mode ∆M are well inside the horizon, behaving as under-
damped oscillating waves whose dampened amplitudes vanish within the horizon H−1. Their
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root-mean-square density fluctuations (74) δ¯M = 0 and ∆¯M = 0 vanish, as discussed using density
perturbations in previous section. This means that with respect to an observer inside the horizon,
the asymmetric perturbation δ¯M (80) vanishes (δ¯M = 0) and the particle-antiparticle symmetry
holds in the M-episode, a3 < a < a2, as indicated in the sketch of Fig. 1.
This physical situation can be also understood using the cosmic rate equation (25) discussed
in Sec. III B. The δ¯M = 0 and ∆¯M = 0 equivalently correspond to the averaged 〈δM 〉 = 0 and
〈∆M 〉 = 0 over the time period H−1 ∼ t > τM larger than the characteristic oscillating time scale
τM (36). In fact, the 〈∆M 〉 = 0 corresponds to the detailed balance ρM ⇔ ρHM = 2χmˆ2H2 in
the cosmic rate equation (25), see discussions in Sec. IV B. This implies that the detailed balance
between the pair productions and annihilations inside the horizon, therefore the net number of
particles and antiparticles is zero and the particle-antiparticle symmetry is preserved.
3. Subhorizon crossing and particle-antiparticle symmetry
Form the superhorizon size (82) in the inflation epoch to the subhorizon size (83) in the M-
episode, the modes δM and ∆M cross at least once the horizon. Because the H and ΓM vary
monotonically, Equations (82) and (83) show that one horizon crossing point ωδ = H locates at
H = ΓM/2 in the preheating P-episode. Using Eq. (71), we find the subhorizon crossing scale
Hcrin and the oscillating frequency ω
crin
δ at the crossing scale factor acrin,
Hcrin = ΓM/2 = Hend/2, ω
crin
δ = (2ΓMH)
1/2 = Hend, (84)
which are the same order of the inflation end scale Hend (12). In Fig. 3 (a), using numerical results
we plot the ratio H−1/ω−1δ = (2ΓM/H)
1/2 (83), starting from the inflation end H = ΓM , to show
the subhorizon crossing takes place at x = ln(acrin/aend) ≈ 5 × 10−3, i.e., acrin ≈ 1.01aend in the
preheating P-episode. This shows that the subhorizon crossing occurs right after the inflation end,
the scale factor acrin >∼ aend, i.e., a3 indicated in the sketch of Fig. 1.
In the pre-inflation and inflation epoch, the subhorizon observer views the particle-antiparticle
asymmetry because some of particles or antiparticles are outside the horizon. When these su-
perhorizon particles or antiparticles cross back the horizon, the subhorizon observer views all
particles and antiparticles, therefore the particle-antiparticle symmetry. The amount of particles
or antiparticles subhorizon crossing at acrin can be calculated as follow. The numerical value
cr = crin ≈ 1.0 × 10−2 at the subhorizon crossing acrin can be found from the Figure 6 (c) of
Ref. [34] and we use Eq. (79) to calculate the asymmetric and symmetric pair density perturba-
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FIG. 3: (Color Online). In terms of the e-folding number x = ln(a/aend), the ratio of the horizon size
H−1 and the oscillating wave length ω−1δ , i.e., H
−1/ω−1δ = ωδ/H (83) is plotted (blue) compared with the
horizon crossing ωδ/H = 2 (orange). Superhorizon (subhorizon) is below (above) the orange horizontal line.
(a) The ratio ωδ/H = (2ΓM/H)
1/2 (72) (blue) in the preheating P-episode. The modes (blue line) evolve
in the scale factor a from superhorizon size to subhorizon size. (b) The ratio ωδ/H ≈ (2τR/τM ) (88) (blue)
in the genuine reheating R-episode. The modes (blue line) evolve in the scale factor a from subhorizon size
to superhorizon size. In these two figures (a) and (b), the parameters mˆ/mpl = 27.7 and g
2
Y
= 10−9.
tions
δ¯crin
M
= ∆¯crin
M
≈ 4.33× 10−6, (85)
at the subhorizon crossing. Then the net particle density perturbation (80) and the pair density
perturbation (81) at the horizon crossing (84) are given by,
ρ+
M
− ρ−
M
= δ¯crin
M
ρH
M
≈ δ¯crin
M
(mˆ2H2end)/2, (86)
ρM − ρHM = ∆¯crinM ρHM ≈ ∆¯crinM (mˆ2H2end)/2. (87)
They are about 10−3 in unit of the characteristic density ρcend = 3mplH
2
end (27) in the preheating
P-episode. The partice-antiparticle asymmetry (86) is on the horizon surface at the subhorizon
crossing. It represents the superhorizon partice-antiparticle asymmetry in the pre-inflation and
inflation epochs. It also represents the subhorizon restoration of the partice-antiparticle symmetry
in the massive pair oscillating M-episode.
After the subhorizon crossing (84), the subhorizon sized modes δM and ∆M remain inside the
horizon as underdamped oscillating modes in the massive pair oscillating M-episode, as shown in
Fig. 3 (a), until they undergo the superhorizon crossing again.
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B. Superhorizon crossing in genuine reheating R-episode
We are going to show the modes δM and ∆M superhorizon crossing in the transition from
the massive pair oscillating M-episode to the genuine reheating R-episode, when massive pairs
predominately decay into relativistic particles.
1. Superhorizon crossing in genuine reheating R-episode
In the genuine reheating R-episode, the horizon scale H is mainly determined by the pair decay
rate Γ
de
M , since the pair decay rate Γ
de
M (time τR) is much larger (shorter) than that of the pair
oscillations. In order to see the whether modes δM and ∆M are subhorizon size or superhorizon
size in the R-episode, we use the criteria (71) or (72),
H−1
ω−1δ
=
(
2ΓM
H
)1/2
≈ 2(τRΓM )1/2 = 2
(
ΓM
Γ
de
M
)1/2
< 2, (88)
where τ−1
R
= Γ
de
M , we adopt the horizon size H
−1 approximately determined by the reheating scale
HRH at the scale factor aR , see Eq. (73) of Ref. [34] or the first equation in (5.74) of Ref. [12],
H2RH = (2τR)
−2 = (Γ
de
M/2)
2, (89)
and Γ
de
M > ΓM in the R-episode. The inequality (88) or ΓM < 2HRH ≈ Γ
de
M [see Eq. (71)] shows
that the modes δM and ∆M are superhorizon sizes in theR-episode. Therefore, from the subhorizon
sized modes δM and ∆M in the M-episode to the superhorizon sized modes δM and ∆M in the
R-episode, the spuerhorizon crossing must take place in the transition between the M- episode
and the R-episode. The superhorizon crossing occurs at H−1/ω−1δ = 2, yielding
Hcrout = Γ
crout
M /2 ≈ Γ
de
M/2, Γ
crout
M ≈ Γ
de
M , (90)
consistently with the horizon crossing condition (71) or (72). The approximation Γ
crout
M ≈ Γ
de
M
comes from Hcrout ≈ HRH = (ΓdeM/2). This implies that the superhorizon crossing occurs at the
scale factor scale acrout close to aR of the genuine reheating, and the corresponding scale Hcrout
close to the reheating scale HRH
Hcrout >∼ HRH, acrout <∼ aR , (91)
as indicated by the scale factor acrout <∼ aR = a2 in the sketch of Fig. 1.
In order to verify such superhorizon crossing point (90), we perform the numerical calculations
by using the close set of fundamental equations (23-26) and relations (27-29). In this case, both
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the decay term Γ
de
MΩM and the oscillating term ΓM (Ω
H
M
− ΩM ) in the cosmic rate equation (25)
are important and comparable. The former is described by the time scale τR (43) and the latter
by the time scales τM (36). The pair oscillating frequency ωδ,∆ is actually characterised by the
time scale τM , namely ωδ = ω∆ ≈ τ−1M . We numerically compute the ratio H−1/ω−1δ ≈ 2τR/τM of
the horizon radius and pair oscillating wavelength, and plot it (blue line) against 2 (orange line)
in Fig. 3 (b). It shows that the ratio H−1/ω−1δ (blue line) varies from > 2 to < 2, showing the
superhorizon crossing in the genuine reheating R-episode. From Fig. 3 (b), it is found that the
superhorizon crossing Hcrout and acrout (91) are indeed close to the genuine reheating HRH and
aR (89), approximately equal to the one determined by τR ≈ τM in the Figure 7 (c) and (d) of
Ref. [34].
2. Initial particle-antiparticle asymmetry for standard cosmology
As illustrated in Figs. 3 (a) and (b), the modes δM and ∆M have the subhorizon crossing (84)
in the preheating P-episode and superhorizon crossing (91) in the genuine reheating R-episode.
The subhorizon observer views:
(i) the particle and antiparticle asymmetry in the pre-inflation and inflation epochs before the
subhorizon crossing (84), and the asymmetry is calculated in Eq. (86);
(ii) the particle and antiparticle symmetry in the massive pair oscillating M-episode in between
the preheating and the genuine reheating;
(iii) the particle and antiparticle asymmetry in the standard cosmology epoch after the genuine
reheating R-episode.
The cases (i) and (ii) have been discussed. We focus the discussions on the case (iii) and calculate
the particle and antiparticle asymmetry, relating to the net number of particles viewed by the
subhorizon observer in the standard cosmology epoch.
Due to the superhorizon crossing acrout <∼ aR , the δM is an overdampened oscillating mode
frozen outside the horizon, its root-mean-squared (rms) value δ¯M does not vanish, indicating some
particles (or anti-particles) are outside the horizon, thus net particle number appears with respect
to the subhorizon observer in the standard cosmology epoch, as indicated a > a2 = aR
>∼ acrout in
the sketch of Fig. 1.
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Using Eq. (79), we calculate the asymmetric and symmetric pair density perturbations at the
superhorizon crossing (90).
δ¯crout
M
= ∆¯crout
M
= 2.31× 10−4, (92)
where the -rate value cr = crout <∼ 2 closes to the genuine reheating R-episode.
Based on Eq. (80), we calculate the particle-antiparticle asymmetric number density, i.e., the
net number density of particles and antiparticles,
δncrout
M
=
ρ+
M
− ρ−
M
2mˆ
= δ¯crout
M
nH
M
, (93)
where nH
M
≈ ρH
M
/(2mˆ) ≈ χmˆH2crout at the superhorizon crossing acrout. As a result, we approxi-
mately obtain the net number density of massive particles and antiparticles,
δncrout
M
=
ρ+
M
− ρ−
M
2mˆ
∣∣∣
crout
≈ 2.31× 10−4nH
M
|crout, (94)
here the subscript “crout” refers to the horizon crossing (91), and
nH
M
|crout ≈ ρHM /(2mˆ)|crout ≈ χmˆH2RH. (95)
Analogously from Eq. (81), we obtain the pair number density perturbation of massive particles,
∆ncrout
M
=
ρM − ρHM
2mˆ
∣∣∣
crout
≈ 2.31× 10−4nH
M
|crout. (96)
This net number density (94) of massive particles and antiparticles is the initial value of the
asymmetric (net) numbers of particles and antiparticles in the standard cosmology.
Such a nonzero net number of particles and antiparticles inside the horizon is preserved in the
entire history of the standard cosmology, because there is no another subhorizon crossing of the
asymmetric mode δM after the superhorizon crossing (91). The reasons are the following. As the
horizon scale H decreases, the spacetime produced pairs have a small density ρH
M
= 2χm2H2 and
the horizon H evolution is governed by the matter produced in the reheating. They rapidly decay
to relativistic particles for τR  τM , and the oscillation S ⇔ F¯F is no longer relevant. Therefore,
the superhorizon condition H−1/ωδ < 2 (88) holds. The asymmetric modes δM carried the net
particle number have been frozen in the superhorizon,, and not reentered back to the horizon again.
It is important to note that the total number of particles and antiparticles inside and outside
the horizon is zero and preserved. The positive (negative) net number of particles and antiparticles
viewed by a subhorizon observer has to be equal to the negative (positive) net number of particles
and antiparticles outside the horizon, which is described by the asymmetric perturbation δ¯M on
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the surface of the superhorizon crossing. The sum of these two net numbers is identically zero,
because the particle and antiparticle symmetry is preserved in the S ⇔ F¯F processes, pair decay
process F¯F ⇒ ¯` ` and all other microscopic processes respect the CPT symmetry.
VIII. BARYOGENESIS AND MAGNETOGENESIS IN REHEATING EPOCH
A tiny asymmetry (net number) of particles and antiparticles remains inside the horizon and the
subhorizon observer sees a nonzero net number of particles and antiparticles that is preserved in
the entire history of the standard cosmology. We will show that the asymmetry of massive particles
F and antiparticles F¯ results in the asymmetry of baryon numbers of baryons B and antibaryons
B¯ in the Universe, and the net number density (94) leads to the baryogenesis in agreement with
observations.
A. Origin of net baryon numbers
Following the way discussed in Ref. [12], using the net particle number density δncrout
M
(94), and
the continuum equation of the net baryon number density nB , we obtain
n˙B + 3HnB = δn
crout
M
/τR ,
⇒ nB (a) = 2.31× 10−4nHM (aR)
(
a
aR
)−3
[1− exp−t/τR ]. (97)
In the second line of integration, the initial moment ti  τR is assumed and the solution for massive
pairs ρM decay is used, see Eq. (66) of Ref. [34] or the first equation in (6.61) of Ref. [12]. The
physical content is clear: at the late times, t  τR , the net baryon number per comoving volume
a3nB (a) is just 2.31× 10−4 times the initial number of massive particle F ’s per comoving volume
a3
R
nH
M
(aR). Note that a
3nB (a) the comoving number density, whereas nB (a) is the physical number
density, i.e., the net baryon number per physical volume. Since the decay time scale τR ∝ mˆ−1
is very short, we adopt the approximation that the horizon crossing coincides with the genuine
reheating (91) (a = aR ≈ acrout and t ≈ τR) to obtain the net baryon number density
nR
B
(aR) = 1.46× 10−4nHM (aR), nHM (aR) = χmˆH2RH, (98)
yielding the origin of the net number of baryons or antibaryons, i.e., the baryogenesis in the
Universe.
As an asymmetric relic from the reheating epoch or an initial asymmetric state of the standard
cosmology, the net baryon number (98) remains inside the horizon and conserves in subsequent
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Universe evolutions, accounting for the baryon and anti-baryon asymmetry observed today. It
should be emphasised that in our scenario the standard cosmology starts from the initial state of
asymmetrical baryon and antibaryon numbers, so that the three Sakharov criterion [42] for the
baryogenesis are not applicable.
B. Baryon number-to-entropy ratio
Using the entropy SR and temperature TRH of the reheating epoch, obtained in Eqs. (84) and
(86) of Ref. [34], we calculate the baryon asymmetry represented by the ratio of the net baryon
number a3Rn
R
B
(98) to the entropy SR. Per comoving volume, this ratio at the reheating aR is given
by
nR
B
sR
=
a3
R
nR
B
SR
≈ 1.46× 10−4a
3
R
nH
M
(aR)
SR
≈ 2.6× 10−4TRH
mˆ
, (99)
where the entropy sR = SR/a
3
R at the genuine reheating. This result is consistent with the one
derived from the processes of baryon-number violating decay, see Ref. [12]. This baryon number-
to-entropy ratio nR
B
/sR (99) preserves its value from the reheating to the present time. The present
observational value is nB/s = 0.864
+0.016
−0.015 × 10−10 [4]. This determines the ratio of the reheating
temperature TRH and effective mass and degeneracy parameter mˆ,
(TRH/mˆ) ≈ 3.3× 10−7, (100)
which is used to constrain the parameters (g2Y /g
1/2
∗ ) and (mˆ/Mpl), see Eq. (89) of Ref. [34], g∗ is
the effective degeneracy of relativistic particles ¯`` produced in reheating.
C. Magnetogenesis via baryogenesis
We show how the magnetogenesis can be achieved via the baryogenesis in the scenario that
the net baryon number creation is due to the horizon crossing of positive charged particle and
negative charged antiparticle oscillations. Suppose that the Universe is spatially homogenous at
the moment aR of baryogenesis and reheating (91), the net particle number density δn
crout
M
(94) is
generated, consequently resulting in the net baryon number density nRB (98). These net baryons
carry charges and its density nR
B
can generates an electric current density
~jB ≈ e~vBnRB , (101)
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where e is the electron charge and the velocity ~vB represents the spacetime averaged relative velocity
~vB ≡ 〈δvM 〉 = 〈v+M − v−M 〉/2, vB ≡ |〈δvM 〉| (102)
between the velocities of positive and negative charged particles, see Eq. (48). Provided the non-
vanishing relative velocity |~vB | 6= 0 and electric current density |~jB | 6= 0, a nontrivial primordial
magnetic field must be generated and frozen inside the horizon, associating to the net baryon
number density nRB (98).
Denote that inside the horizon at the reheating, BR represents the primordial magnetic field in
the coordinate frame. In order to estimate the upper and lower limits of the primordial magnetic
field BR, we use the integral form of the Maxwell equation,∮
`R
~BR · d~`= 4pi
∮
AR
~jB · d~σ, (103)
where the area AR = piH−2RH and its boundary `R = 2piH−1RH inside the horizon.
1. Upper limit of primordial magnetic fields
In the reheating epoch of high temperature, positively and negatively charged particles are
ultra-relativistic and their velocities v±
M
≈ 1 are about the speed of light. Suppose an extreme
situation that the directions and values of relative velocities of positively and negatively charged
particles in the expanding spacetime is “orderly” distributed, so that the relative velocity |~vB | = 1.
This situation gives the upper limit of the primordial magnetic field BR at the genuine reheating,
BR(2pi)H
−1
RH < piH
−2
RH(4pie)n
R
B
(aR). (104)
As a result, by using the net baryon number density nR
B
(98), we obtain in the unit of the critical
field value Bc = m
2
e/e ≈ 4× 1014 Gauss
BR
Bc
<
2piα
m2eHRH
1.46× 10−4nR
B
(aR)
≈ 1.46× 10−4(2piαχ) mˆH
2
RH
m2eHRH
, (105)
where me is the electron mass and α is the fine structure constant. Further adopting the reheating
scale HRH (89) and the relation (TRH/mˆ) (100), the upper limit of the primordial magnetic field
at the reheating is obtained
BR
Bc
< 3.89× 10−7
(
8pig∗
90
)1/2 ( mˆ
me
)2( mˆ
Mpl
)(
TRH
mˆ
)2
(106)
BR < 3.4× 1040
(
g∗
90
)1/2( mˆ
Mpl
)3
Gauss. (107)
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This result depends on the ratio (mˆ/Mpl) in terms of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r, see Figure 10
(left) of Ref. [34].
By the total magnetic flux conservation from the Maxwell Equation ~∇ · ~B = 0, the primordial
magnetic field reduces to its present value B0 = (aR/a0)
2BR [10]. As a result, we obtain the upper
limit of the primordial magnetic field observed at the present time,
B0 = (aR/a0)
2BR < 3.4× 10−14
(
g∗
90
)1/2( mˆ
Mpl
)3
Gauss (108)
where aR/a0 = (g∗/2)
1/3(TTH/TCBM), see Eq. (82) of Ref. [34]. Using the reheating TRH ∼
1015GeV, the radiation-matter equilibrium temperature Teq ∼ 10 eV and the entropy conservation
TRHaR ≈ Teqaeq, we estimate (aR/a0) = (aR/aeq)(aeq/a0) ∼ 10−23 × 10−4 ∼ 10−27, where aeq
and a0 are the scale factors at the radiation-matter equilibrium and the present time. Considering
g∗ ∼ 102 for the SM particle physics and (mˆ/Mpl) ≈ 5 for r ≈ 0.044 in Figure 10 (left) of Ref. [34],
we obtain B0 < 4.48× 10−12G, consistently with the observed upper limit Bprim1Mpc < 10−9G [8]. On
the other hand, this observed upper limit B
prim
1Mpc < 10
−9G implies the ratio (mˆ/Mpl) < 100. This
indicates the tensor-to-scalar ratio r < 0.046 from Figure 10 (left) of Ref. [34].
2. Lower limit of primordial magnetic fields
Another extremal situation is that the directions and values of relative velocities of positively
and negatively particles in the reheating are “randomly” distributed, so that the relative velocity
|~vB | = 0 and the electric current density |~jB | = 0 identically vanish in Eqs. (101) and (102).
Therefore the primordial magnetic field BR is exactly equal to zero. This could be the case,
if all oscillating modes of positively and negatively charged particles were subhorizon size, i.e.,
no horizon crossing occurs. Instead, the relative velocity (102) should not vanish |~vB | 6= 0 for
the occurrence of horizon crossing of particle-antiparticle oscillating modes, which leads to the
non-vanishing asymmetric density perturbation δncrout
M
∝ δ¯crout
M
(93) and the net baryon number
density nR
B
in the genuine reheating. The reason for |~vB | 6= 0 is similar to that for the non-vanishing
asymmetric density perturbation δ¯crout
M
6= 0 at the horizon crossing.
We can approximately calculate this value of the relative velocity |~vB | 6= 0 from Eqs. (52) and
(102), yielding
∇ · δvM = −(δ˙+M − δ˙−M )− ΓM (δ+M − δ−M )
= −dδ¯M /dt− ΓM δ¯M = −ΓM δ¯M , (109)
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and the second line is evaluated on the horizon where the mode amplitude δ¯M (79) is frozen as
a constant and dδ¯M /dt = 0. By using the Gauss law for the spherically symmetric case, the
approximate value |δvM | on the horizon surface can be found
|δvM |min =
4piH−3
3
ΓM δ¯
crout
M
4piH−2
=
ΓM δ¯
crout
M
3H
≈ 2
3
δ¯crout
M
, (110)
that is evaluated at the superhorizon crossing Hcrout = Γ
crout
M /2 (90), close to the genuine reheating
HRH ≈ ΓdeM/2. The asymmetric pair density perturbation δ¯croutM = 2.31 × 10−4 (92) at the super-
horisopn crossing. This small value of the relative velocity |~vB | = |δvM |min (110) gives rise to the
lower limit of primordial magnetic fields generated in reheating.
Following the same calculations for the upper limit and replacing |~vB | = 1 by |~vB | = |δvM |min,
we obtain the lower limit of primordial magnetic fields generated at reheating
BR > 5.24× 1036
(
g∗
90
)1/2( mˆ
Mpl
)3
Gauss, (111)
and at the present time,
B0 = (aR/a0)
2BR > 5.24× 10−18
(
g∗
90
)1/2( mˆ
Mpl
)3
Gauss. (112)
Using the same range of parameters for the upper limit case: g∗ ∼ 102 for the Standard Model
of elementary particle physics and (mˆ/Mpl) ≈ 5 for r ≈ 0.044 in Figure 10 (left) of Ref. [34], we
obtain B0 > 6.9× 10−16G, consistently with the observed lower limit B>1Mpc > 10−17G [7]. As a
preliminary result, the theoretical lower and upper limits of primordial magnetic fields generated
at reheating
4.48× 10−12 > B0 > 6.9× 10−16 Gauss. (113)
These are very crude upper and lower limits, since they depend on the scale factor (aR/a0)
2, the
effective degeneracy g∗ of relativistic particles and the the effective mass and degeneracy of massive
pairs (mˆ/Mpl). However, what we can be sure is the existence of the upper and lower limits of the
primordial magnetic field from the point view of its generation in this theoretical scenario.
IX. DARK-MATTER ACOUSTIC WAVE AND LARGE-SCALE STRUCTURE
In Sec. V, we describe the pair-density oscillations and particle-antiparticle density oscillations.
Our attention is focused on the “zero mode” |k| = 0 oscillations δ0
M
and ∆0
M
of the frequency
ω = (2HΓ)1/2 in Sec. VI and their horizon crossing in Sec VII, as well as physical consequences for
the baryogenesis and magnetogenesis in Secs VIII and VIII C.
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In this section, we shall discuss other oscillating modes δk
M
and ∆k
M
(|k| 6= 0) of the frequencies
ωδ,∆(|k|) (63) and (64). In particular, for the modes ∆kM , we examine the negative term 4piGρHM∆kM
in the frequency ω∆(|k|) (64) to study the Jeans instability in both (a) the pre-inflationary epoch
where m >∼ H and v2s <∼ 1, namely pairs can be relativistic; and (b) the inflationary epoch where
m  H and v2s  1, namely pairs are non relativistic. Note that the effective pair mass and
degeneracy parameter m is generally assigned for the pre-inflation, and m = m∗ has been used for
the inflation, they are different from the one m = mˆ for the reheating. To be specific, we turn to
study the non-zero modes δk
M
and ∆k
M
(|k| 6= 0) to see:
(i) their superhorizon crossings at ωδ,∆(|k|) ≈ H in the pre-inflation and inflation epochs;
(ii) their subhorizon crossings at large length scales, yielding peculiar “dark-matter” sound waves
imprinting on the matter power spectrum at large scale lengths;
(iii) any possible impact on the formation of large-scale structure,
and we present qualitative analysis and discussions, as well as speculations.
To start with, we would like to emphasise that the oscillations (perturbations) discussed here are
the kinds of sound waves of the dispersion relations (63) and (64), due to fluctuations in the form of
the local equation of state ωM = v
2
s (54) of particles and antiparticles, namely spacial fluctuations
in the number of particles or antiparticles (compositions) per comoving volume. This is different
from the curvature perturbations as fluctuations in energy density characterised as fluctuations in
the local value of the spatial curvature of the spacetime.
A. Pair-density and particle-antiparticle-density perturbations
The “non-zero” modes are described by the comoving momentum |k| (wavelength λ = |k|−1),
whose value is constant in time. As a reference, we consider the pivot scale k∗ = 0.05(Mpc)−1,
at which the curvature perturbations cross outside and inside horizons twice, accounting for the
CMB observations. The corresponding values of the horizon k∗ = (Ha)∗, the -rate  = ∗ and the
effective mass parameter m = m∗ are given by Eqs. (9) and (10).
The case |k| > k∗ corresponds to the modes that exit the horizon in the pre-inflation epoch and
reenter the horizon after the recombination epoch. The case |k| < k∗ corresponds to the modes
that exit the horizon in the inflation epoch and reenter the horizon before the recombination epoch.
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In both cases, H  ΓM = (χ/4pi)m and  1. Equations (61) and (62) approximately become,
δ¨k
M
+ 2Hδ˙k
M
≈ −ω2δ (|k|)δkM , (114)
∆¨k
M
+ 2H∆˙k
M
≈ −ω2∆(|k|)∆kM , (115)
where the Hubble rate H slowly varies H ≈ const. Following the same discussions in previous
Sec. VI or the discussions of the usual curvature perturbations, these non-zero modes δk
M
and ∆k
M
of |k| 6= 0 cross horizon from the subhorizon to the superhorizon at ωδ,∆(|k|) = 2H (72), yielding
|k|2δcross =
(
4− χ Λm
2piH
)(Ha)2
v2s
∣∣∣
cross
≈ 4(Ha)
2
v2s
∣∣∣
cross
, (116)
|k|2∆cross =
[
4− χ Λm
2piH
+ χ
( m
mpl
)2](Ha)2
v2s
∣∣∣
cross
≈ 4(Ha)
2
v2s
∣∣∣
cross
, (117)
for the both the pre-inflation epoch H <∼ m and the inflation epoch H  m. These results depend
on the sound velocity vs value, which needs numerical calculations.
The horizon crossing (116) and (117) show that because of v2s < 1, the modes |k|δcross,∆cross >
k∗ cross the horizon before the inflation start k∗ = (Ha)∗, and reenter the horizon after the
recombination (Ha)∗. Therefore, it is impossible that these sound-wave perturbations cross outside
the horizon in the inflation epoch, then cross inside the horizon before recombination. Whereas, it
is possible that the sound-wave perturbations cross outside the horizon in the pre-inflation epoch,
then cross inside the horizon after the recombination. Moreover, the “non-zero” modes of larger
|k|δcross,∆cross exit the horizon earlier and reentry the horizon later, therefore these sound-wave
modes should leave their imprints on the linear regime of large-scale structure and the nonlinear
regime of galaxy clustering. Among particle and antiparticle pairs produced from the spacetime, it
is conceivable there are mainly dark-matter particles, we called these acoustic modes “dark-matter”
sound waves [33], which will be discussed in some details below.
B. Pair-density perturbation and large-scale structure
The particle-antiparticle symmtric modes ∆k
M
(56) represent the acoustic waves of pair-density
perturbations of the dispersion relation (64), analogously to the matter density perturbation wave
in gravitation fields. We examine the dispersion relation (64) to see whether the Jeans instability
occurs and the ∆k
M
amplitudes are amplified for imaginary frequencies ω2∆(|k|) < 0, i.e.,
|k|2∆ < |k|2Jeans ≡ χ
[( m
mpl
)2 − Λm
2piH
](Ha)2
v2s
, (118)
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where |k|Jeans is the Jeans wavenumber and wavelength λJeans = |k|−1Jeans. The modes ∆kM of
wavelengths λ > λJeans undergo the Jeans instability due to the prevail of gravitational attraction
of pair-density perturbations.
In the inflation epoch, the gravitational attractive term 4piGρH
M
is negligible compared with
the term 2HΓM in the frequency ω
2
∆ (64), thus ω
2
∆ > 0 and the Jeans instability does not occur.
In the pre-inflation epoch, instead, the term 2HΓM is negligible compared with the gravitational
attractive term 4piGρH
M
. It is then possible to have the imaginary frequency (63) ω2∆ < 0 for
|k|2∆ < |k|2Jeans (118), where
|k|2Jeans ≈ χ
( m
mpl
)2 (Ha)2
v2s
; χ
( m
mpl
)2
< 1, (119)
and the Jeans instability could occur.
1. Stable modes and dark-matter sound waves
For short-wavelength modes |k|2∆ > |k|2Jeans, the pressure terms (v2s |k|2/a2) are dominant in the
frequency ω2∆ (64), compared with the gravitational attraction 4piGρ
H
M
of pair-density perturba-
tions. Equation (115) for the pair-density perturbation approximately becomes
∆¨k
M
+ 2H∆˙k
M
= −(v2s |k|2/a2)∆kM , (120)
which is the typical Mukhanov-Sasaki equation, similarly to the one for the curvature perturbation.
Its solution can be found by using Eqs. (68), (69) and (70),
∆k
M
(t) ∝ e−Ht exp−iω˜∆(|k|)(1− ζ2)1/2t, ζ ≈ H
ω˜∆(|k|) =
Ha
vs|k|∆ , (121)
where the sound-wave frequency ω˜∆(|k|) = vs|k|∆/a.
For the given comoving horizon (Ha) and the sound velocity vs, the horizon crossing wavenum-
ber |k|∆cross = 2Ha/vs (117) is larger than the Jeans wavenumber |k|Jeans (119), i.e.,
|k|∆cross > |k|Jeans. (122)
This shows that the pair-density perturbations ∆k
M
oscillate as
(i) sub-horizon sized modes: an underdamped sound wave inside the horizon for ζ < 1 and
|k|∆ > |k|∆cross > |k|Jeans, the modes ∆kM (t) are stable oscillating modes;
(ii) super-horizon sized modes: an overdamped sound wave outside the horizon for ζ > 1 and
|k|Jeans < |k|∆ < |k|∆cross, the mode amplitudes ∆kM ∝ const are frozen.
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On the other hand, as the comoving horizon (Ha) increases and the sound velocity vs decreases
in the pre-inflation epoch [33], the horizon crossing wavenumber |k|∆cross (117) increases. The
mode ∆k
M
of a fixed wavenumber |k|∆ evolves from the sub-horizon sized mode to super-horizon
sized modes, and the horizon crossing occurs at |k|∆ = |k|∆cross (117).
Moreover, the super-horizon sized mode |k|∆ reenters the horizon at the horizon (Ha)reenter and
becomes a sub-horizon sized mode, when
|k|∆ = (Ha)reenter, (123)
where (Ha)−1reenter is the comoving horizon size after the recombination. This mode |k|∆ =
(Ha)reenter behaves as a sound wave of the dark-matter density perturbations, imprinting on the
matter power spectrum of low-` multipoles ` ≤ 2, corresponding to large length scales. This is
reminiscent of baryon acoustic oscillations due to the coupling in the baryon-photon fluid.
These are qualitative discussions on the dark-matter sound waves, that are expected to be
possibly relevant for observations. However, the quantitative results depend not only on the initial
amplitude value ∆k
M
(0), the wavenumber |k|∆ and the horizon crossing size (Ha), but also on the
sound velocity vs in Eq. (121).
2. Unstable modes and large-scale structure
For long-wavelength modes |k|2∆  |k|2Jeans, the pressure terms (v2s |k|2/a2) are negligible in the
frequency ω2∆ (64), compared with the gravitational attraction 4piGρ
H
M
of pair-density perturba-
tions. Equation (115) for the pair-density perturbation approximately becomes
∆¨k
M
+ 2H∆˙k
M
= χ
( m
mpl
)2
H2∆k
M
, (124)
as the microscopic physics (e.g., pressure terms (v2s |k|2/a2)) are impotent and negligible, where the
Hubble rate H is approximately a constant, very slowly varies in the pre-inflation epoch.
Equation (124) is a new kind of differential equation for perturbations, differently from Eq. (120)
of the Mukhanov-Sasaki type. This equation (124) has two independent solutions:
∆k
M
(t) ∝ exp−2Ht; ∆k
M
(t) ∝ exp +χH
2
( m
mpl
)2
t. (125)
At late times, the exponentially glowing modes of pair-density perturbation are important, whereas
the exponentially decaying modes physically correspond to a perturbation with initial overdensity
and velocity arranged so that the initial velocity perturbation eventually eases the pair-density
perturbation.
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Equation (119) shows that |k|2∆  |k|2Jeans means |k|2∆ < |k|2∆cross, indicating these modes
(125) are superhorizon size. This is consistent with neglecting the pressure term (v2s |k|2/a2) of the
microscopic physics, that cannot causally arrange the pair-density perturbations in superhorizon
size. As a result, the gravitational attraction is not balanced by the pressure terms, leading to
increase the amplitudes of pair-density perturbations. These unstable and super-horizon sized
modes (125) exponentially glow in time and the characteristic time scale is
τ−1
∆
=
χH
2
( m
mpl
)2
. (126)
These solutions (modes) are very different from the super-horizon sized modes of frozen constant
amplitudes (70) or (121) for ζ  1. We consider such an unstable and super-horizon sized mode
of fixed wavenumber |k|∆, which satisfies
|k|Jeans > |k|∆ > k∗, (127)
where |k|∆cross > |k|Jeans (122) and k∗ is the pivot scale of CMB observations. Although the initial
amplitude ∆k
M
(0) of such a mode (125) is very small, as the curvature perturbations, it could be
greatly amplified in the super horizon, before the mode reenters the sub horizon. Therefore, it is
possible that such mode ∆k
M
of the pair-density perturbation is no longer a small perturbation,
when its wavelength |k|−1∆ become sub-horizon sized, |k|∆ = (Ha)reenter (124), crossing the horizon
after the recombination (Ha)reenter < (Ha)∗. This phenomenon can possibly plays some physical
roles in the formations of large-scale structure and galaxy cluster.
We recall the basic scenario of primordial curvature perturbations leading to the large-scale
structure in the standard cosmology. The curvature perturbations, whose amplitudes are small
constants in superhorizon, reenter the horizon and lead to the CMB temperature anisotropic
fluctuation δT/T ∼ O(10−5). These fluctuations relate to the matter density perturbations
δρ/ρ ∝ δT/T ∼ O(10−3) at the recombination of the redshift z ∼ 103. These matter density
perturbations (amplitudes) are small and their physical sizes (wavelengths) increase linearly as the
scale factor a(t). However under the influences of their gravitational attractions and the Jeans
instability, the matter density perturbations glow δρ/ρ ∝ O(1) and become nonlinear, therefore
approximately maintain constant physical sizes, eventually forming the large-scale structure.
In addition to the curvature perturbations, our qualitative analysis and discussions imply that
the pair-density perturbations, when they reenter the horizon after the recombination and their
amplitudes are amplified in the superhorizon up to the order of unity ∆k
M
∝ O(1), should have
some physical consequences on the formation of large scale structure and galaxies. However, we
are not able to give quantitative results in this article and further studies are obviously required.
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C. Particle-antiparticle density perturbations and “plasma” acoustic wave
We turn to the discussions of the particle-antiparticle density perturbations δk
M
, described by
the frequency ωδ(k) (63) and oscillating equation (114),
δ¨k
M
+ 2Hδ˙k
M
= −(v2s |k|2/a2)δkM , (128)
and horizon crossing (117). These are the same as those for the pair-density perturbations ∆k
M
,
except the absence of the gravitational attraction term 4piGρH
M
and Jeans istability. The solution
is similar to the stable ∆k
M
modes (121)
δk
M
(t) ∝ e−Ht exp−iω˜δ(|k|)(1− ζ2)1/2t, ζ ≈ H
ω˜δ(|k|) =
Ha
vs|k|δ , (129)
where the sound-wave frequency ω˜δ(|k|) = vs|k|δ/a. For the given comoving horizon (Ha) and the
sound velocity vs, the horizon crossing wavenumber |k|δcross = 2Ha/vs (116). This shows that the
particle-antiparticle density perturbations δk
M
oscillate as
(i) sub-horizon sized modes: an underdamped sound wave inside the horizon for ζ < 1 and
|k|δ > |k|δcross, the modes δkM (t) are stable oscillating modes;
(ii) super-horizon sized modes: an overdamped sound wave outside the horizon for ζ > 1 and
|k|δ < |k|δcross, the mode amplitudes δkM ∝ const are frozen.
On the other hand, as the comoving horizon (Ha) increases and the sound velocity vs decreases
in the pre-inflation epoch, the horizon crossing wavenumber |k|δcross (116) increases. The mode δkM
of a fixed wavenumber |k|δ evolves from a sub-horizon sized mode to a super-horizon sized mode,
and the horizon crossing occurs at |k|δ = |k|δcross (116). Moreover, the super-horizon sized mode
|k|δ reenters the horizon at the horizon (Ha)reenter, when
|k|δ = (Ha)reenter, (130)
after the recombination, and it becomes a sub-horizon sized mode again.
The modes |k|δ = (Ha)reenter of the particle-antiparticle density perturbations δkM (56) represent
the acoustic waves of particle and antiparticle oscillations of the dispersion relation (63), analo-
gously to the neutral plasma oscillations of electrons and positrons. They respect the symmetry
of particles and antiparticles. These modes exit the horizon in the pre-inflation epoch and reenter
the horizon after the recombination. This implies that such acoustic waves from the primordial
Universe would leave their imprints on the Universe after the recombination, possibly imprinting
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on the matter power spectrum of low-` multipoles ` ≤ 2, corresponding to large length scales.
However, we expect that the mode amplitudes δk
M
should be small, given the energy densities ρ+
M
and ρ−
M
of particles and antiparticles, namely the pair energy density ρH
M
= ρ+
M
+ρ−
M
and ρ+
M
= ρ−
M
,
are small in the pre-inflation epoch.
In this section, we qualitatively describe three types of “dark-matter” sound waves originated
from the particle-antiparticle oscillations on the horizon in the pre-inflation epoch: (i) stable pair-
density perturbations; (ii) unstable pair-density perturbations; (iii) particle-antiparticle density
perturbations, and present some discussions on their returns to the horizon after the recombination
and possible relevances for observations. However, we cannot give quantitative results that depend
not only on the perturbation modes’ wavenumbers |k|∆,δ, initial amplitude values ∆kM (0) and
δk
M
(0), and the sound velocity vs in their oscillating equations (120) and (128), but also on the
horizon crossing size (Ha)−1 (116) and (117).
X. SUMMARY AND REMARKS
The article mainly consists of three studies of issues: baryogenesis, magnetogenesis, and dark-
matter acoustic waves. We conclude this lengthy article by briefly summarising fundamental equa-
tions adopted, basic physical phenomena described and results obtained that gives some insight
into these three issues.
We use Einstein (Friedmann) equations (1) and (2), together with the cosmic rate equation (20),
and reheating equation (22) for the massive pair decay F¯F ⇒ ¯` `, as well as the pair-production
rate (7) and pair-decay rate (19), so as to completely determine the time-varying horizon H,
cosmological term ΩΛ , matter term ΩM and radiation term ΩR in the reheating. We apply this
complete set of independent ordinary differential equations (23-26) to calculate the horizon H
variation in complex reheating epoch: (i) the preheating P-episode; (ii) massive pairs oscillating
domination M-episode; (iii) relativistic particles domination R-episode of the genuine reheating.
The perturbations of massive particle and antiparticle densities on the cosmic evolving horizon
H are important and peculiar issue studied in this article. Starting from Eqs. (44-47) for the den-
sity perturbations of particles and antiparticles, we derive the acoustic wave equations (61-62) for
the particle-antiparticle symmetric pair-density perturbation ∆M (55) and the particle-antiparticle
asymmetric density perturbation δM (56). We study their lowest lying modes of zero wavenumbers
|k|∆,δ = 0, and how they enter the horizon from superhorizon to subhorizon (83) in the preheat-
ing episode, then exit the horizon from subhorizon to superhorizon (88) in the genuine reheating
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episode. It is due to a such phenomenon that the particle-antiparticle asymmetric density perturba-
tions δM undergo horizon crossing in the genuine reheating episode, the net number density (94) of
particle and antiparticle is generated inside the horizon, leading to the baryogenesis phenomenon.
We compute the baryon number-to-entropy ratio, and the result (99) is in agreement with the
observed result. Moreover, attributed to the net electric current produced by the baryogenesis,
the magnetogenesis phenomenon takes place. From purely theoretical view points, we determine
the maximal and minimal values of the net electric current. Thus we use the Maxwell equation to
estimate lower and upper bounds of primeval magnetic fields, the results are consistent with the
current observational constrains.
In addition, we study the acoustic modes (|k|∆,δ 6= 0) of the pair-density perturbation ∆kM
(115) and the particle-antiparticle asymmetric density perturbation δk
M
(114), and show how they
become superhorizon sized modes (116) and (117) in the pre-inflation epoch, then return to the
horizon |k|∆,δ = (Ha)reenter after the recombination. These modes behave as sound waves of “dark-
matter” density perturbations or particle-antiparticle oscillating perturbations, possible leaving
some imprints on the matter power spectrum of low-` multipoles ` ≤ 2, corresponding to large
length scales. Due to the gravitational attraction of the pair-density perturbation ∆k
M
(124),
possibly leading to the Jeans instability, the tiny amplitudes ∆k
M
of unstable superhorizon sized
modes can get amplified. When they reenter the horizon after the recombination, these unstable
modes of pair-density perturbations are of the order of unity ∆k
M
∝ O(1), rather than very tiny
∆k
M
 O(1). As a consequence, they should have some physical influences on the formation of
large scale structure and galaxies, which need further investigations. It would be worthwhile and
interesting to study whether these unstable and Jeans-amplified pair-density perturbations ∆k
M
produce primordial gravitational waves.
Further studies are still required and more elaborately numerical computations are very inviting.
Nevertheless, we expect that this theoretical scenario and present results give some insights into the
baryogenesis and magnetogenesis phenomena, and the prevision of “dark matter” acoustic waves
in Universe evolution.
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